We develop a variety of approaches, mainly using integral geometry, to proving that the integral of the square of the mean curvature of a torus immersed in R 3 must always take a value no less than 2π 2 . Our partial results, phrased mainly within the S 3 -formulation of the problem, are typically strongest when the Gauss curvature can be controlled in terms of extrinsic curvatures or when the torus enjoys further properties related to its distribution within the ambient space (see Sect. 3). Corollaries include a recent result of Ros [20] confirming the Willmore conjecture for surfaces invariant under the antipodal map, and a strengthening of the expected results for flat tori.
Smooth surfaces which are critical points of the functional W with respect to normal variations have been studied since the first quarter of the previous century and the works of Blaschke [4] , Schadow and Thomsen [22] ; nowadays they are commonly referred to as Willmore surfaces having been reinvented and popularised by Willmore in the past few decades.
In this work we shall be seeking the infimum of W over all immersions with fixed genus. To begin with, it is not hard to see that
for immersed surfaces of any genus, with equality precisely for round embedded spheres. Indeed, if we write M + = {x ∈ M |K(x) ≥ 0}, where the Gauss curvatureK : M → R is the productκ 1κ2 of the principal curvatures, then we have
where we have used the fact thatĤ 2 −K = 1 4 (κ 1 −κ 2 ) 2 ≥ 0, and where the final inequality follows becauseK is the Jacobian of the Gauss map G : M → S 2 → R 3 which maps M + onto the target which has area 4π. In the case of equality, we clearly haveĤ 2 −K ≡ 0, and the only totally umbilic compact surfaces in R 3 are round spheres, for which we clearly have equality.
However, for surfaces of genus greater than zero we expect a bound somewhat stronger than (1) . In particular, calculations of W for tori with various symmetries led Willmore to the following belief.
Conjecture 1 Given any smooth immersed torus in R 3 , the Willmore energy should be bound by the inequality
Equality is achieved in (3) for the embedding of the torus S 1 × S 1 given by (θ, ϕ) → (( √ 2 + cos ϕ) cos θ, ( √ 2 + cos ϕ) sin θ, sin ϕ).
It is no fluke (see the next section) that this surface is a stereographic projection into R 3 of the Clifford torus. Despite the simplicity of the statement of this conjecture, it remains open after much attention since its formulation in 1965. However, we have no deep obstruction to the existence of an elementary proof. For background on this conjecture from the perspective of Willmore himself, we refer the reader to [25, Chapter 7] . In [24, Sect. 0.6] (see inequality (22) of that paper) we proved the following sharp improvement of (2) with a view to proving diameter bounds for surfaces.
Lemma 1
Suppose v : M → R 3 is an immersed surface which covers the point x ∈ R 3 a total of k times. Then writing M ρ = {y ∈ M : |v(y)−x| < ρ} for ρ > 0, we have
In the limit ρ → ∞, this local estimate becomes the global estimate
first proved by Li and Yau [11] . In particular, any surface with a selfintersection must have W ≥ 8π. Since we already have a torus, given by (4), with W = 2π 2 < 8π, we see that it suffices to prove the Willmore conjecture for embedded tori. Moreover, a result of Rosenberg and Langevin [14] tells us that any knotted torus embedded in R 3 must have total curvature of at least 16π (where the total curvature is defined to be the integral of |K|) and in this case
using the Gauss-Bonnet formula. Therefore, it suffices to prove the Willmore conjecture for embedded tori which are isotopic to the torus given by (4) . In fact, whilst the map (4) is expected to minimise W for tori, there are also candidates for minimisers when the genus is greater than one. These are derived from certain minimal surfaces in S 3 (see the next section) which were constructed by Lawson [15] (see Kusner [12] ). Both Pinkall and Kusner [12] have calculated, independently, that the Willmore energy for these surfaces is always less than 8π, and hence we may also assume embeddedness for the higher genus analogues to Willmore's conjecture. It is worth remarking that the weaker statement that the infimum of W is no more than 8π for any genus is rather easier to see, using a variant of an idea of Nadirashvili: taking two concentric round spheres with almost identical radii, we may 'rivet' them together by cutting out small adjacent discs from each, and replacing them by a slightly deformed catenoid (which adds an arbitrarily small amount to W ). After n + 1 rivets, in different places, we are left with a genus n surface with W arbitrarily close to 8π.
The existence of a torus attaining the minimum value of W over all tori has been established by Leon Simon [21] ; this work has since been extended to cover any genus by Kusner [13] . The existence of a minimiser opened up the possibility of a direct assault on the Euler-Lagrange equation
satisfied by Willmore surfaces, in order to prove the Willmore conjecture. Unfortunately, (6) does not appear to encode enough information; it seems crucial to use the minimality, and not just the criticality of the torus, since the class of all Willmore tori turns out to be rather large and difficult to control (see [19] and [1] ). One consequence of Simon's work is that the infimum of W over all tori is strictly greater than 4π. We used this fact in [24] to prove the existence of singularities in the solutions of certain nonlinear evolution equations. Finally, let us return to our considerations of the Gauss map to make two philosophical remarks concerning why sharp estimates for W are simple for spheres, and difficult for tori. To begin with, we observe that a first attempt at (2) for surfaces of genus g would be
using the Gauss-Bonnet formula, which yields nothing for genus one (or larger) but gives the sharp estimate for genus zero. We are being helped by the fact that the Gauss map for spheres, being of degree one, is forced by topology to map to an area of at least 4π, and we are being hindered by the fact that the Gauss map for tori, being of degree zero, has no such topological restriction. Next, we record that the Willmore energy is related to the harmonic energy
of the Gauss map according to
Since the harmonic energy of a map is always greater than the (geometric) area of its image, with equality precisely when the map is conformal (see [23] or [10] ) we find that
as in (2) , with equality precisely when the Gauss map is conformal. We are therefore being helped by the fact that the Gauss map for a sphere may be conformal (when the sphere is round) allowing a sharp estimate, but we are hindered by the fact that the Gauss map for a torus cannot be conformal since it is of degree zero.
In what follows, we are repeatedly seeking, with varying degrees of success, to generalise the notion of Gauss map for tori in order to make it both topologically nontrivial, and conformal, whilst preserving its connection to the Willmore energy.
The S 3 framework
During most of this work, we will be considering an equivalent formulation of the Willmore conjecture in which the ambient space is S 3 rather than R 3 . Given a smooth immersion u : M → S 3 → R 4 of a compact orientable two dimensional surface into the standard 3-sphere, we may again allow M to take the metric induced by the ambient space, and if we write the principal curvatures as κ 1 and κ 2 , we now have the mean and Gauss curvatures given by H = 1 2 (κ 1 + κ 2 ) and K = 1 + κ 1 κ 2 respectively. Let us record now that one representation of the Gauss map for the surface in S 3 is the polar map
defined to be one of the two continuous maps which are orthogonal, at each point, both to the surface, and to the image point u in S 3 → R 4 . (Our convention for choosing which of these maps to take, once we have an orientation on the surface and on the ambient R 4 , is that {u, u * , e, f } should be a positive basis for R 4 when {e, f } is a positive basis for the tangent space.) However, we shall normally reserve the term 'Gauss map' to refer to the map
into the Grassmannian of oriented 2-planes in R 4 , which assigns, to each point on the surface, the oriented tangent plane to the surface. We wish to compare the curvatures of a surface in S 3 and its image in R 3 under stereographic projection ϕ = ϕ e : S 3 → R 3 sending the point e ∈ S 3 → R 4 to the origin. In what follows, we will always have ϕ • u = v, and x and y will be local isothermal coordinates on M induced by u or v (note that ϕ is conformal); we denote byρ : M → R and ρ : M → R the scaling factors which makeγ =ρ 2 (dx 2 + dy 2 ) and γ = ρ 2 (dx 2 + dy 2 ) the metrics on M induced from v and u respectively. We also require the scaling factor σ : R 3 → R defined by σ(x) = 2 1+|x| 2 which makes σ 2 (dx 2 + dy 2 + dz 2 ) the pull-back under ϕ −1 of the standard metric on S 3 . Clearly then, we have
We may now compare the principal curvaturesκ 1 ,κ 2 : M → R in R 3 and κ 1 , κ 2 : M → R in S 3 . Assuming we have chosen a compatible sign for each set -i.e. we have chosen signs for the mapsĜ and u * so that dϕ u(x) (u * (x)) = σ −1 (v(x))Ĝ(x) -a calculation shows that
In particular, we see that
and hence, since
we have
Applying the Gauss-Bonnet formula then yields the formula for the Willmore energy of a surface once projected into S 3 :
A crucial property of the Willmore energy is its invariance under conformal transformations of the ambient space -a fact which may be found in the book of Blaschke [4] . Now we have formulated the Willmore energy in both R 3 and S 3 , this invariance is elementary to prove. Conformal transformations in these spaces are precisely the Möbius transformations, which may always be written as the composition of an isometry in S 3 (which clearly leaves W unchanged) and a homothety. Homotheties in S 3 correspond to simple dilations in R 3 after an appropriate stereographic projection, and dilations leave W unchanged since the area scales quadratically whilstĤ 2 scales inverse-quadratically. Of course, even the 'integrands' in (7) are invariant under the conformal transformations. At various stages of this work we will have cause to consider the family of flat tori foliating S 3 → C 2 given by
for each r ∈ (0, 1), terminating at each end with great circles T 0 and T 1 . The
is then the Clifford torus -a minimal embedded torus in S 3 (and the only such torus according to a conjecture of Lawson -see [26, Problem 97] ). Since the Clifford torus has H ≡ 0 and area 2π 2 , we see immediately from (9) that its Willmore energy is 2π 2 ; it is precisely this torus, after stereographic projection, which we saw in (4), and should (according to the Willmore conjecture) minimise W along with all of its images under conformal transformations of the ambient S 3 . Armed with the conformal invariance of W , we may describe a first partial result to the Willmore Conjecture, due to Li and Yau [11] . Given an immersed torus, the Uniformisation Theorem tells us that we may see it as a conformal immersion u : T → S 3 where T = R 2 /Γ for some lattice Γ generated by (1, 0) and (a, b) with 0 ≤ a ≤ Szegő (see [11] ) we may transform the ambient S 3 conformally so that the centre of mass of the torus ends up at the origin, in the sense that
where the integral is performed with respect to the flat metric (dx 2 + dy 2 ) on T naturally inherited from R 2 . We may then calculate
where λ 1 (T) is the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian, and we have used the fact that
and hence that the Willmore conjecture holds for any torus whose conformal type satisfies b ≤ 1; in particular it holds for any conformally square torus. Li and Yau's original treatment of this result (using this method) was in terms of 'conformal volume' which we will not require during this article. The set of conformal structures covered by these methods was subsequently extended by Montiel and Ros [18] .
Survey of results
Our first result, which will be a crude corollary of a more general estimate, addresses the case of flat tori. The Willmore conjecture has, in fact, been solved in this case by Chen [7] and improved in terms of restrictions on the conformal type of the torus by Li and Yau [11] . In contrast, our improvement is to the functional which may be estimated.
Theorem 1
Given an immersed torus in S 3 for which K ≡ 0, we have the estimate
Of course the first inequality follows merely from the fact that 1 + H 2 ≥ 1. Equality is achieved in the final inequality of (11) for every member of the family T r of tori defined in (10) . In contrast, only the Clifford torus amongst these tori manages equality throughout (10) . The entire class of flat tori in S 3 extends well beyond the family T r (and its images under isometries of S 3 ). Pinkall [19] has observed that the preimage of a closed curve in S 2 under the Hopf fibration S 3 → S 2 is a flat torus -and many of these tori turn out to be Willmore surfaces. From a different perspective, any Lagrangian torus in R 4 taking values in S 3 must be flat (see Remark 2 for a proof using the Gauss map, or simply use the Lagrangian structure to map the exterior normal vector of S 3 in R 4 to a parallel vector field on the immersed surface).
In particular, the Willmore conjecture holds for any Lagrangian surface in R 4 taking values in S 3 . In fact, the Willmore conjecture holds for a fairly large class of Lagrangian tori satisfying certain Maslov class restrictions (see Remark 2) . Our next result, also a corollary of a later estimate, demonstrates a certain robustness in the requirement of vanishing Gauss curvature, requiring instead an upper bound for the total curvature.
Theorem 2 Any immersed torus in
obeys the Willmore conjecture
It is worth pointing out that once the hypothesis (12) is satisfied, Theorem 2 is only useful when the total curvature (the left-hand side of (12)) is less than 4π, since otherwise we may estimate
In contrast, if the total curvature is at least 4π 2 , then we do not even require (12) since then (8) implies
The source of these corollaries is a sharp curvature estimate which applies to surfaces of any genus, but which lies at a slight angle to the Willmore conjecture, since it pays less respect to the conformal invariance of W .
Theorem 3
Given an immersed surface in S 3 of genus g, there holds the estimate 
Theorems 1 and 2 follow easily from Theorem 3. For the latter, we observe that the integrand of (15) obeys
and so for g = 1, (15) implies
which is a little stronger than Theorem 2. It may be checked directly, although it will become clear later for geometric reasons, that if the polar map u * is also an immersion (in other words if the principal curvatures are nowhere vanishing) then the quantity on the right-hand side of (14) for u is identical to the same quantity for u * .
Depending on the proof chosen for Theorem 3, the left-hand side of (14) arises as either the volume, or renormalised volume, of S 3 (whose volume is 2π 2 ) or of SO(3). The proof we emphasise in this article ends up resembling work of Chern and Lashof (see [8] ); their ideas have been used already in this context by Chen [7] . A similar approach has been developed independently by Cai [5] with different conclusions drawn. The methods we use in the proof will help set the scene for the proofs of some of our later results.
We remark that equality is achieved in (14) both for any round 2-sphere (of any size) in S 3 , and for all of the family T r of tori. Note that the second term on the right-hand side of (14) is zero in the case of round spheres, whereas the first term is zero for the tori T r . In fact, equality is achieved precisely for 'tight' surfaces in S 3 → R 4 (which correspond to 'taut' surfaces in R 3 ) and according to Banchoff [2] the only tight surfaces in S 3 are round 2-spheres and the images of the tori T r under conformal transformations of the ambient S 3 . Tight surfaces in S 3 → R 4 may be defined to be the surfaces on which the restriction of any linear function on the ambient R 4 has (if it is a Morse function) the minimum number 2(g + 1) of critical points allowed by Morse theory. Analogously, a taut surface in R 3 is one on which the restriction of any distance function from a fixed point in R 3 has (if it is a Morse function) the minimum number 2(g + 1) of critical points. Further details may be found in the book of Cecil and Ryan [6] .
Rephrased slightly, tight surfaces in S 3 → R 4 have the minimum number of tangency points to any foliation of parallel planes in the ambient R 4 , whilst taut surfaces in R 3 have the minimum number of tangency points to any foliation of concentric 2-spheres. For our second series of results, we extend these notions to consider the number of points of tangency not to planes or spheres, but to the family of tori T r and its rotations.
The Grassmannian G 2,4 of oriented 2-planes in R 4 is equivalent, via intersection with S 3 , to the space of oriented great circles in S 3 . Up to a normalisation, which need not concern us for the moment, there is a unique metric on G 2,4 which is invariant under the natural action of O(4) in the sense that for any M ∈ O(4), the induced map M : G 2,4 → G 2,4 is an isometry. This metric is constructed explicitly later -see Remark 1.
To each oriented great circle in G 2,4 , we associate a foliation of tori T r with the great circle arising as T 0 . We may then define the tangency map
of some immersed surface in S 3 , to map each oriented great circle to the number of points of tangency between its associated foliation of tori T r and the surface itself. We include in this count any points where the surface is tangent to either T 0 or T 1 . Clearly Φ is invariant under both changes of orientation of the great circle to which it applies, and transformation of the circle to one of the two orthogonal great circles, since all four circles induce the same foliation of tori. (By orthogonal great circles, we mean here two great circles which lie in 2-planes in R 4 which are the orthogonal complement of each other.)
In the case that the immersed surface is a round 2-sphere in S 3 , we assert that Φ is equal to 2 almost everywhere (see Sect. 4.3) and in general for a genus g surface, Φ will be at least 2(g + 1) almost everywhere (via a Morse theory argument which will be made precise in Sect. 4.3). However, for the Clifford torus in S 3 , it will become clear that Φ is equal to 8 almost everywhere -twice its minimum value given by Morse theory (this too will be discussed in Sect. 4.3). It is worth mentioning that whilst the notions of tightness and tautness are invariant under conformal transformations of the ambient space (foliations of spheres are mapped to foliations of spheres under conformal transformations) the map Φ is capable of detecting such transformations; indeed, as the Clifford torus is conformally mapped (by a homothety) into a very small region of S 3 , the value of Φ will, in the limit, drop at almost every point in G 2,4 to 4. (Note that the foliation of tori T r looks like a foliation of planes to a miniature surface in S 3 , and the conformally shrunk Clifford torus is tight -and therefore has 4 points of tangency with such foliations.)
It turns out that we can control the Willmore energy in terms of the average value of Φ with respect to the invariant metric on G 2,4 .
Theorem 4 Given an immersed torus in S 3 , its Willmore energy is bound by
Φ .
In particular, the Willmore conjecture holds for any torus for which the average value of Φ is at least 8. We have already remarked that this is the case for the Clifford torus, but that in general we only know that Φ is pointwise at least 4. However, there is hope that any torus, once transformed to lie evenly throughout S 3 in some sense, will have an average value of Φ of at least 8, which would solve the Willmore conjecture completely.
One situation in which we can verify that the average value of Φ is at least 8 is when the torus is invariant under the antipodal map x → −x of the ambient S 3 . We then recover a recent result of Ros [20] : 
In fact, with this antipodal invariance, we find the pointwise bound Φ ≥ 8 as we describe in Sect. 4.3. Although we suppress the details, the bound for Φ(p) may be improved, giving an improvement in Corollary 5, in terms of the number of times (in excess of four) that the plane p cuts the torus M. The proof of Theorem 4 involves integral geometric constructions related to the Gauss map G. The value 2π 2 arises as a renormalised volume of the entire Grassmannian
One significant difference between Theorems 3 and 4, as we shall see, is that Theorem 3 has the most to say about the Willmore conjecture when the total curvature of the surface (the integral of |K|) is small, whereas Theorem 4 could in theory be strengthened for surfaces with nonzero total curvature. Our third result resembles Theorem 3 in this respect; the estimate we achieve has an error term involving the least energy of a unit tangent vector field (with a certain topology) on the surface, and this term will be zero for flat tori.
The principle behind this result was alluded to in the motivation discussed in Sect. 1. We expect any reasonable notion of Gauss map to be related to the Willmore energy via its harmonic energy (cf. the calculations of Sect. 1). Therefore, if a Gauss map of a surface lies in a nontrivial homotopy class then we expect to be able to bound the Willmore energy of the surface from below in terms of the infimum of the harmonic energy within the homotopy class of maps represented by the Gauss map. Unfortunately, the notions u * and G of Gauss map we have up to now give homotopically trivial maps when the surface is a torus. To combat this handicap, we use the fact that tori admit nowhere vanishing tangent vector fields, and extend the notion of Gauss map to incorporate this, giving finally a map into SO(4) which is not trivial. The price for this topological trick is paid by the geometry -the harmonic energy of the Gauss map incorporates a term representing the energy of the vector field, and this persists as an error term in the final estimate.
We define the energy of a unit (tangent) vector field v :
where x and y are isothermal coordinates on M and w : M → S 3 → R 4 is a unit tangent vector field which is everywhere orthogonal to v. The energy measures the twisting of the vector field v.
In the following result, we require some compatibility between the topology of the vector fields considered, the topology of the torus immersion, and the conformal class of the torus. We have not sought the most general statement possible, choosing instead to consider a simple case where this compatibility is easily verified.
Theorem 6
Let Γ be the lattice in R 2 generated by (1, 0) and (0, d), for some d > 0, and let M be the torus R 2 /Γ . Suppose that u : M → S 3 is a conformal immersion which may be deformed through a family of immersions M → S 3 to the Clifford torus immersion
We denote by Σ the homotopy class of unit vector fields on the immersed torus which contains the representative ∂u ∂x /| ∂u ∂x |; more explicitly, we have
Then for any v ∈ Σ, the Willmore energy satisfies
When the immersed torus given by u has zero Gauss curvature, the quantity | ∂u ∂x | = | ∂u ∂y | is constant and we may set v = ∂u ∂x /| ∂u ∂x | to force E(v) = 0 and establish the goal W ≥ 2π 2 . If M is one of the flat tori T r , and we choose v in this manner (so that E(v) = 0) then we have equality in the first inequality of (17), with equality throughout (17) for the Clifford torus T 1
As a final remark, we mention that some of the observations in this work allow progress towards the Willmore conjecture for Lagrangian surfaces in R 4 . Elaboration may be found in Remark 2 towards the end of the paper.
Proofs of the results

Volume sweeping in S 3 -the proof of Theorem 3
Let us begin with a few preliminary definitions which will serve us beyond the proof of Theorem 3. Although we will only later be concerned with the orientations on the objects we define, we set
The space S may be identified with the space G 2,4 of oriented 2-planes in R 4 by intersecting each plane with S 3 and allowing the orientation to be induced. We also will require the the identification of S = G 2,4 with
where an element e ∧ f ∈ P corresponds to the plane span(e, f ), with {e, f } being a positively oriented basis, in G 2,4 . These identifications will be used without referring explicitly to the identification maps; for example we are liable to talk of a plane or circle e ∧ f , and may apply the Hodge * -operator to a plane (giving the orthogonal-complement plane). Using the identifications above, we may define a map Λ : M → S corresponding to the bipolar map
from M to P. Each point x ∈ M is therefore sent to one of the two oriented great circles passing through u(x) and u * (x).
As we move the point x on the two-dimensional surface, the one-dimensional great circle it is mapped to under Λ sweeps out a three-dimensional volume in S 3 . The strategy of the proof is to obtain an expression for the volume being swept in terms of the local curvature properties of M, and then use the topology of M to prove that the entire S 3 is swept over at least 2(1 + g) times, where g is the genus of M.
The amount of volume swept out as x moves within a Borel set A ⊂ M (counted with geometric multiplicity) is given by a measure
where H 0 represents the 0-Hausdorff measure, and counts the number of points in the set it is measuring. The measure µ may then be written as
where h : M → R is a non-negative function for which we now seek an explicit expression in terms of the Gauss and mean curvatures. Let us choose 'adapted' isothermal coordinates x and y near some point p ∈ M (with (x, y) = (0, 0) corresponding to the point p) and orthonormal coordinates (with positive orientation) for R 4 ← S 3 , so that
and so that 
are required to represent the principal curvature directions corresponding to κ 1 and κ 2 respectively (provided p is not an umbilic point). Observe then that
The image of p under Λ is then the great circle
More generally, we define Λ : 
An elementary calculation, using the relationship between κ 1 , κ 2 , H and K reveals that
for some α = α(H, K). Observing, with the aid of (8), that
(and thus that the right-hand side of (22) changes sign) we may then use (22) to evaluate the integral in (21), eventually yielding
where
). Now we turn our attention to a lower bound for µ(M). We claim that the great circles given by Λ sweep over the whole of S 3 at least 2(1 + g) times, and hence that
It suffices to prove that for almost all ξ ∈ S 3 there are at least 2(1+g) points x i ∈ M such that ξ lies on each circle Λ(x i ). Indeed, we will show that this is the case for any ξ ∈ S 3 → R 4 for which the function f : M → R defined using the inner product on R 4 by
is a Morse function; only the focal points of M (a negligible codimension one set in S 3 ) fail this criterion. Now if f is a Morse function, Morse theory tells us (see [16] for example) that f must have at least 2(1+g) critical points (2(1+g) being the sum of the Betti numbers of M). Since the critical points of f are precisely the points at which the tangent space of the surface lies perpendicular to the vector ξ, at each critical point p ∈ M the circle Λ(p) perpendicular to the surface must contain ξ as desired. To summarise, for almost all ξ ∈ S 3 we have
and hence we have established (24) . Combining the information on µ(M) given by (24) and (23), we arrive at (14) and complete the proof of Theorem 3.
Towards the end of Sect. 4, a second approach to the proof of this theorem will be sketched in which the integral geometry is performed on SO(3) rather than S 3 .
Integral geometry on G 2,4 -the proof of Theorem 4
Progress in this section is based on understanding the structure of the Grassmannian G 2,4 = P, and forcing the Gauss map, or the bipolar map, to be distributed sufficiently evenly within.
We begin by giving a natural identification between P and the product S 2 × S 2 . Let us set the inner product on 2 (R 4 ), in which P lies, to be
where {e 1 , . . . , e 4 } is an orthonormal basis for R 4 . Given an element e ∧ f of P with e and f orthogonal unit vectors in R 4 , we may then take the pro-
of the Hodge star operator * :
2 (e ∧ f − * (e ∧ f )). In this way, we see that although P clearly lies on the 5-sphere within the six dimensional 2 (R 4 ), it is further constrained to lie on a product
Indeed, since the projections p + and p − map P into the 2-spheres in , we may define a map
which is then a bijection. Note that given an element p ∈ G 2,4 = P, if
then α(−p) = (−a, −b) and and α( * p) = (a, −b).
Remark 1
If we pull back the standard metric on S 2 × S 2 to G 2,4 using α, we get the metric to be used in the integral of Theorem 4
We adopt the following orientations on 
of 2 − (R 4 ) to be positively oriented. That this declaration is well defined will shortly become clear.
Elements of SO(4) act naturally on the space G 2,4 . It will be important to understand the exact effect this action has on the target S 2 × S 2 of α. In other words, given an element M ∈ SO(4), we would like to understand the map S 2 × S 2 to S 2 × S 2 given by α • M • α −1 . It is not hard to see that the action of SO(4) on P = G 2,4 is given by an orthogonal transformation acting on the six dimensional 2 (R 4 ). This transformation then reduces to an element of SO(3) × SO(3) acting on
It is well known (see [9] ) that any element M ∈ SO(4) may be decomposed into a simultaneous rotation in some plane in R 4 and in its orthogonalcomplement plane. We therefore choose two such 2-planes p, q ∈ G 2,4 = P such that * p = q (and so * q = p) and so that the rotation in p is by an angle θ and the rotation in q is by an angle ϕ. Here we fix the signs of the angles θ and ϕ so that if p = e ∧ f with e and f orthogonal unit vectors in R 4 , then an infinitesimal positive rotation in the plane moves e in the direction of f . Now it is clear that the element of (A, B) ∈ SO(3) × SO(3) to which α • M • α −1 corresponds, must fix the point α(p) ∈ S 2 × S 2 . Writing α(p) = (a, b) ∈ S 2 × S 2 , we have A a rotation about the axis through the origin and a, and B a rotation about the axis through the origin and b. It remains to establish the angles of these rotations. By direct calculation, or consideration of infinitesimal rotations, we see that A is a rotation by θ + ϕ, whilst B is a rotation by θ − ϕ. Here, the sign of a rotation about an axis through a is fixed to make a positive infinitesimal rotation move a vector e in the direction of f whenever {e, f, a} form an orthonormal basis for R 3 ← S 2 .
We will write the map sending M ∈ SO(4) to (A, B) ∈ SO(3)×SO(3)
The kernel of γ as a group homomorphism consists of the identity I and the antipodal map −I. After endowing the compact Lie groups SO(3) and SO(4) with appropriate invariant metrics, the map γ is a locally isometric two-sheeted covering. By 'invariant' metric we mean one for which both the left and right group actions are isometries. There is a unique such metric, up to a normalisation constant, for SO(3).
Note that orientation reversing elements of O(4) have the additional effect of interchanging the 2-spheres in the target S 2 ×S 2 of α. For example, a reflection about the hyperplane orthogonal to e 4 will, using the bases in (26) and (27), map each plane α −1 (a, b) to the plane α −1 (b, a).
Using the identification given by α, we see the Gauss map as a map
We decompose this as σ = (a, b) where a, b : M → S 2 are the compositions of σ with the projections onto the two copies of S 2 . Our choice of orientation for the 2-spheres will then make the Jacobian of both a and b everywhere equal to the Gauss curvature K (as we shall shortly justify) at which point the Gauss-Bonnet formula forces
For example, if the original surface is a round 2-sphere, then both a and b are the identity map (up to rotation and expansion). We will also have that the harmonic energy density of both a and b is given by 1 2
and therefore for tori, we deduce that
The harmonic energy of σ for tori is then clearly
and bounds the geometric area
of the image of σ from above. To verify these connections between the curvature of the surface and the area and harmonic energy of the maps a and b, we calculate explicitly. Given a point p ∈ M, let us choose an orthonormal basis {e 1 , . . . , e 4 } for R 4 and adapted isothermal coordinates x and y near p, in order to satisfy (18) , (19) and (20) as in Sect. 4.1. Therefore, we have
and since the Gauss map G is given by * (u ∧ u * ), this yields
where we are using implicitly, as usual, the equivalence of P and G 2,4 . Projecting onto 2 + (R 4 ) and 2 − (R 4 ) and using coordinates with respect to the bases given in (26) and (27) (with appropriate scaling) we have σ given by
and
At this point we may evaluate the Jacobians of both a and b to be 1+κ 1 κ 2 = K, whilst the harmonic energy densities are given by
and likewise for b.
It may be worth illustrating these calculations with examples. If the surface M is the Clifford torus in S 3 given by the isometry
with x and y ranging over the interval (0, √ 2π), then by direct calculation, we find that (taking { ∂u ∂x , ∂u ∂y } to be a positive basis for the tangent space) the Gauss map is given by
As before, we now project onto 2 + (R 4 ) and 2 − (R 4 ) and use coordinates with respect to the bases given in (26) and (27) (with appropriate scaling) to find that σ is given by
In fact, these formulae may be deduced without calculation using our understanding of the map γ : SO(4) → SO(3) × SO(3). The Clifford torus is generated by rotating the point
(1, 0, 1, 0) by angles √ 2x in the e 1 ∧ e 2 plane, and √ 2y in the e 3 ∧ e 4 plane. These rotations, composed with γ, correspond to rotations by √ 2(x + y) in the first S 2 (about the axis (0, 0, 1)) and by √ 2(x − y) in the second S 2 (also about the axis (0, 0, 1)). Since the tangent plane at (x, y) = (0, 0) is e 2 ∧ e 4 , we see that a(0, 0) = (0, 1, 0) and b(0, 0) = (0, −1, 0) and hence we deduce (31) and (32). It is now immediate from (31) that 1 2 |∇a| 2 = 2 and hence that E(a) = 4π 2 = 2W (and similarly for b) which verifies (28) in this case. We also observe that the Jacobians of both a and b are zero (they map into the equators of their target 2-spheres) and therefore agree with the zero Gauss curvature as predicted. Now we have established the geometric properties of the map σ, we may turn our attention to performing integral geometry in the target S 2 × S 2 . Given a point (r, s) ∈ S 2 × S 2 , the associated torus of 'orthogonal' points in S 2 × S 2 is defined by
We denote the entire class of such tori by
In analogy to the proof of Theorem 3, we define a map Λ : M → T by
where a and b are the components of σ as above. The image of Λ is a twodimensional torus, so as we move it on the two-dimensional surface M, it will sweep out four-dimensional volume in the four-dimensional S 2 × S 2 . We measure this swept volume with a measure on M defined now by Continuing with the analogy to the proof of Theorem 3, near some point p ∈ M we pick adapted isothermal coordinates x and y, and an orthonormal basis {e 1 , . . . , e 4 } for R 4 , in order to satisfy (18) , (19) and (20) The local expression h describing the amount of swept volume is given by the integral over the torus T a(p),b(p) of the size of the wedge product of these derivatives:
where tan ζ 1 = −κ 1 and tan
, we have
where ζ := ζ 2 − ζ 1 satisfies
We may now calculate
for some β = β(ϕ, ζ) independent of θ. Expanding the part within square brackets, and rewriting the resulting expression in terms of cos 2ϕ and sin 2ϕ, we end up with f ζ (θ, ϕ) = cos(θ + β)[cos 2ϕ(2 cos 2 ζ) + sin 2ϕ(−2 sin ζ cos ζ)
for some δ = δ(ζ). At this point, we may return to (33) to find that
Although we are unable to evaluate this elliptic integral precisely, we claim that as we vary ζ, the integral takes its maximum value when cos ζ = 1 (which incidentally corresponds to the surface having zero Gauss curvature at the point in question). Rephrased, we claim that the function Q : 
which we may integrate, using the Gauss-Bonnet formula again, to give
Equality may only be achieved here when K ≡ 0, and the principal curvatures are equal in magnitude. By retaining the function Q, instead of estimating it, or by not using the inequality 2 (1 + κ 2 1 )(1 + κ 2 2 ) ≤ 4+4H 2 −2K, we would get a stronger estimate for µ(M), but a more complicated one.
We now require an exact expression for the total swept volume µ(M) in terms of the tangency map Φ. Let us take an arbitrary point (r, s) ∈ S 2 × S 2 (analogous to the point ξ in the proof of Theorem 3) and ask for which points (a, b) ∈ S 2 × S 2 does the torus T a,b contain the point (r, s). A moment's thought reveals that (r, s) ∈ T a,b precisely when (a, b) ∈ T r,s , so with a and b the components of σ as above, the torus T a,b sweeps over (r, s) at each point p for which σ(p) ∈ T r,s . We will shortly see that such points p are characterised by the fact that the surface at p is tangent to one of the tori in the foliation of tori T r for which T 0 lies in the plane α −1 (r, s). Therefore by definition of Φ there are precisely Φ(α −1 (r, s)) points p ∈ M at which σ(p) ∈ T r,s . By definition of µ we then see that
since S 2 × S 2 has volume 16π 2 . Let us now justify the characterisation of points p ∈ M with σ(p) ∈ T r,s . We begin by choosing an orthonormal basis {e 1 , . . . , e 4 } of R 4 so that α(e 1 ∧ e 2 ) = (r, s). The preimage of the torus T r,s under α is then precisely the set of planes with no e 1 ∧ e 2 or e 3 ∧ e 4 components (since they are orthogonal in P to both e 1 ∧ e 2 + e 3 ∧ e 4 and e 1 ∧ e 2 − e 3 ∧ e 4 ). This set of planes may be written
Note that this can also be seen via the map γ; we know that e 1 ∧e 3 is in Σ, and since T r,s is the orbit of α(e 1 ∧ e 3 ) under the subgroup of SO(3) × SO(3) which fixes (r, s), the set Σ must arise as the orbit of e 1 ∧ e 3 under arbitrary rotations in the planes e 1 ∧e 2 and e 3 ∧e 4 , which gives the set in (37) exactly. Now let us turn to the foliation of tori T r for which T 0 lies in the e 1 ∧ e 2 plane (as used in the definition of Φ). We parameterise T r with θ, ϕ ∈ [0, 2π) according to u(θ, ϕ) = r cos θ e 1 + r sin θ e 2 + 1 − r 2 cos ϕ e 3 + 1 − r 2 sin ϕ e 4 , so that u * (θ, ϕ) = 1 − r 2 cos θ e 1 + 1 − r 2 sin θ e 2 − r cos ϕ e 3 − r sin ϕ e 4 , and thus u ∧ u * = −(cos θ e 1 + sin θ e 2 ) ∧ (cos ϕ e 3 + sin ϕ e 4 ).
Therefore, the tangent planes to T r (given by * (u ∧ u * )) are elements of Σ. Conversely, we observe that any tangent plane at a point in S 3 will only lie in Σ if it is tangent to the torus T r passing through that point. The tangent planes at points on T 0 and T 1 are handled analogously, but separately. We conclude that σ(p) ∈ T r,s precisely at points p where the surface M is tangent to a torus in the given foliation T r , as desired.
We may now combine (35) with (36) to give
Φ, which concludes the proof of Theorem 4.
We end this section by sketching an alternative approach to proving Theorem 3 using the geometric constructions we have now introduced. The method involves integral geometry on SO(3), the double cover of which is S 3 . By making an identification between the two copies of S 2 in the target of σ, we can count the number of points on a subset A ⊂ M of the surface at which a and b (the components of σ as before) map to the same point in the sphere S 2 . More generally, given an element of M ∈ SO(3), we can consider the number of points in A at which a agrees with the composed map M • b. Integrating this number over the whole of SO(3) (with an invariant metric) provides a measure µ(A) of the subset A. Analogously to the proof we have detailed of Theorem 3, it turns out that we may bound the measure of the whole surface M from below using Morse theory on the function f given in (25) . We may then argue that for each point (a(p), b(p)) in the image of σ, there is a circle of rotations M ∈ SO(3) for which a(p) = M • b(p), and we may derive an expression (in terms of the mean and Gauss curvatures of M) for the volume swept out by this circle in SO (3) as we move the point p on the surface. Since this volume is what the measure µ is measuring, we end up with a lower bound for a curvature integral. Pursuing these ideas a little further reveals that the method is essentially equivalent to the method of Sect. 4.1 and gives the same curvature estimate as in Theorem 3.
Lower bounds for Φ -the proof of Corollary 5
We now turn to the problem of establishing lower bounds for Φ using Morse theory. We have to work a little harder than previously to apply this theory since not all of the critical points of the Morse functions we construct have the geometric properties we require. Moreover, as we have already mentioned, it is inevitable that the bound for Φ will not be good enough to deduce the Willmore conjecture unless we use the conformal invariance of the problem, or appeal to special properties of the surface such as invariance under the antipodal map.
The following bound was claimed as we introduced Φ in Sect. 3.
Lemma 2 For any immersed surface of genus g in S 3
, we have the pointwise estimate
almost everywhere.
Proof. Given a plane e 1 ∧ e 2 , where e 1 and e 2 are orthogonal unit vectors in R 4 , we complete it to a positive orthonormal basis {e 1 , . . . , e 4 }. To estimate Φ(e 1 ∧ e 2 ) we consider, as a prototype Morse function, the function f :
where F : S 3 → [0, 1] is defined on the ambient R 4 by
We will be proving (38) for any plane e 1 ∧ e 2 for which f is indeed a Morse function (i.e. has no degenerate critical points) and the set of planes not satisfying this condition has measure zero. (At each point p on the twodimensional surface M, there is a two-dimensional set of planes for which f has a critical point at p, but only a one-dimensional subset of these planes will make f degenerate at p -meanwhile, the complete set of planes is fourdimensional.) Note that the level sets {x ∈ S 3 | F (x) = r 2 } are precisely the tori in the family T r . Therefore, we see that the critical points of f which have critical value in (0, 1) (i.e. neither 0 nor 1) are all points where the surface is tangent to one of the tori T r . If f does not have 0 or 1 as a critical value, then Morse theory gives (38) immediately by providing 2(1 + g) critical points for f and hence 2(1 + g) points of tangency with the foliation T r . However, in general, the great circles C 1 and C 2 corresponding to e 1 ∧ e 2 and e 3 ∧ e 4 respectively, may intersect the surface M and there f will take the value 0 or 1. In that case, not all the 2(1 + g) critical points of f given to us by Morse theory need correspond to tangency points counted by Φ; if one of the great circles has a tangential intersection with the surface then the intersection point is counted by Φ, but if the intersection is transversal, then it is not counted. For the latter case, we are forced to use a little more Morse theory than the basic lower bound for the number of critical points.
The Betti numbers of M are β 0 = 1, β 1 = 2g and β 2 = 1. Let us denote by c i the number of critical points with index i, for i = 0, 1, 2. The weak Morse inequalities (see [16] ) then tell us that
In particular, it is (40) which gave us c 0 + c 1 + c 2 ≥ 2(1 + g). Note that each critical point of f with critical value 0 is a minimum, and therefore has index zero, and is counted by c 0 . Similarly each critical point of f with critical value 1 is a maximum, and therefore has index two, and is counted by c 2 . Meanwhile, all the critical points counted by c 1 have critical value in (0, 1), and hence correspond to points we seek where the surface M is tangent to one of the tori T r . We wish to prove that there are at least 2(1 + g) critical points of f not corresponding to transversal intersections between M and either of the great circles C i . Suppose we have n transversal intersections between M and C 1 , and m transversal intersections between M and C 2 . If n = m = 0 then all critical points of f (of which there are at least 2(1 + g)) are counted by Φ and there is nothing more to check. If m = 0 and n > 0, then we must have n ≥ 2 since M divides S 3 into (at least) two components. In this case c 0 ≥ n, and (41) and (40) imply
Since c 1 and c 2 count critical points which are also counted by Φ (in this case) this is sufficient. The case m > 0 and n = 0 is essentially the same as the case n > 0 and m = 0. Finally, if both n > 0 and m > 0, then c 0 ≥ n ≥ 2 and c 2 ≥ m ≥ 2 and so (41) and (40) imply
Since c 1 always counts critical points which are counted by Φ, the proof of the final case for n and m is complete.
Note that if n > 2 or m > 2 then we could get a better bound for Φ which could be used to show that surfaces which on average intersect great circles many times must have large Willmore energy.
An adaptation of the above argument gives an estimate for tori which is twice as strong, assuming that the surface has antipodal invariance. Proof. Let us defineM to be the quotient of the surface M by the equivalence relation which identifies the pairs of points mapped to antipodal points in S 3 by u. We denote byũ :M → RP 3 the map induced by u. The Euler characteristic ofM, being half that of M, is zero. Moreover,M cannot be nonorientable since that would makeũ an embedding of the Klein bottle into RP 3 which is impossible [20] . Therefore,M is also a torus. Now onM, the function f defined in (39) is well-defined, and we may argue as above that for almost all planes e 1 ∧ e 2 , it is a Morse function and we may find at least 2(1 + g) = 4 critical points corresponding to points on the quotient surface in RP 3 (given byũ) where the surface is tangent to a torus in the foliation T r (which may be seen, after we have taken the quotient by the antipodal map, in RP 3 ). It remains to lift these four (or more) points inM to the corresponding eight (or more) points in M, and at these points the surface will still be tangent to tori in T r and will all be counted by Φ.
Lemma 3 For any embedded torus in S
We end this section by sketching why, with the hindsight of the calculations in Sect. 4.2, we have Φ ≡ 2 almost everywhere when the surface is a round 2-sphere embedded in S 3 , and Φ ≡ 8 almost everywhere when the surface is the Clifford torus. As we saw in Sect. 4.2, the quantity Φ(α −1 (r, s)) turns out to count precisely the number of points in M which are mapped to the torus T r,s by σ.
When M is a 2-sphere embedded as a round sphere in S 3 , by making an appropriate identification of the two copies of S 2 in the target S 2 × S 2 of σ (which is equivalent to picking an appropriate basis {e 1 , . . . , e 4 } for the ambient R 4 if we are using the bases in (26) and (27)) we may assume that both components a and b of σ are identical -both being essentially the identity map, up to a uniform expansion depending on the size of the original embedded 2-sphere. In this case, Φ(α −1 (r, s)) counts the points on S 2 which are orthogonal to both r and s; if r = s and r = −s, then Φ(α −1 (r, s)) = 2, whilst for the remaining two 2-spheres of oriented planes {α −1 (r, s) | r = ±s}, the value of Φ is infinity.
For the Clifford torus, an explicit calculation of the components a and b of σ has been given in (31) and (32). In the coordinates used there, the planes e 1 ∧ e 2 , −e 1 ∧ e 2 , e 3 ∧ e 4 and −e 3 ∧ e 4 , correspond to (r, s) = (0, 0, ±1, 0, 0, ±1), and for these, Φ is infinity. For all other planes α −1 (r, s), the torus T r,s intersects the image of σ twice at each of four points and so Φ takes the value eight for these planes. For example, if r = s = (1, 0, 0), then σ maps into T r,s at points (x, y) where cos √ 2(x + y) = ±1 and cos √ 2(x − y) = ±1, or equivalently √ 2(x + y) = 0 and √ 2(x − y) = 0 modulo π. These are the eight points
In particular Φ ≡ 8 almost everywhere, which shows Lemma 3 to be sharp.
Homotopically nontrivial Gauss maps for tori -the proof of Theorem 6
The strategy of the proof of Theorem 6, as sketched in Sect. 3, will be to exploit the fact that the surface M is a torus to construct an extended Gauss map which will lie in a nontrivial homotopy class, and whose harmonic energy we will be able to bound from below as a result. This will then give us sharp bounds on the Willmore energy, with an error term depending on the least energy of vector fields on the surface. Let us fix some positive basis {e 1 , . . . , e 4 } of R 4 . Given a vector field v ∈ Σ, where Σ was defined in Theorem 6, we define w ∈ Σ to be the field obtained by rotating v by an angle of normalisation which makes this length equal to π would also be natural since it would make the universal cover of SO(3) isometric to S 3 .)
Given our geometric explanation of Υ for the immersion u 0 , and our geometric understanding of the map γ : SO(4) → SO(3) × SO(3) from Sect. 4.2, we see that for u 0 , the element Ψ (x, y) ∈ SO(3) is some fixed rotation (corresponding to Υ (0, 0)) followed by a rotation about a fixed axis of 2πx + and η 2 (t) = (0, t).
When u = u 0 , our analysis of Ψ above tells us that Ψ • η 1 is a nontrivial loop in SO(3) -indeed Ψ • η 1 (t) is the composition of a fixed rotation and a rotation about a fixed axis of 2πt. Similarly, Ψ • η 2 is a nontrivial loop in SO(3). We have assumed that the more general u considered in Theorem 6 may be deformed to u 0 through a family of immersions, and hence Ψ • η 1 and Ψ • η 2 remain topologically nontrivial loops in SO(3) for the more general u. Moreover, we have that for any η ∈ [η 1 ] ∈ π 1 (M) or η ∈ [η 2 ] ∈ π 1 (M), Ψ •η is nontrivial and therefore must have length at least 2π, with our normalisation. We may use this fact to control the harmonic energy E(Ψ ) of Ψ from below, as we now describe. For each s ∈ [0, d], we consider the path η s 1 (t) = (t, s). Since Ψ • η s 1 has length at least 2π, we may estimate 
The combination of (42) and (43) now gives the required estimate
The next task is to calculate E(Ψ ) in terms of the Willmore energy and E(v). Given a point p in M, let f 1 be the unit vector corresponding to the first principal curvature direction (or any unit tangent vector if p is umbilic). We would like to know the length of Ψ * (f 1 ) in T p SO (3) . By the invariance properties of the metric on SO(3), we may assume that e 1 = u(p), e 2 = u * (p), e 3 = v(p) and e 4 = w(p). Moreover, we may assume that u * (f 1 ) = v at p by rotating v (and w) in the tangent space by a uniform amount (over the whole of M) which affects neither the energy E(v) of v nor the length of Ψ We may now calculate the eigenvalues of this matrix to be 0, 0, ±i 1 + κ 2 1 + ω 2 1 . In other words, Υ * (f 1 ) is the generator for rotation which fixes one plane in R 4 , and moves the other at a 'rate' 1 + κ 2 1 + ω 2 1 . More concretely, Υ * (f 1 ) with respect to a different orthonormal basis would be It remains to combine this expression with the bound in (44) to conclude
Remark 2 The technology and ideas used in the proofs of Theorems 4 and 6 may be applied to the slightly different problem of proving (3) for Lagrangian tori in R 4 (see [17] ). A moment's thought reveals that the Lagrangian condition is equivalent to requiring the map σ : M → S 2 × S 2 from Sect. 4.2 (which still makes sense for surfaces in R 4 ) to map into a great circle in one of the 2-spheres in the target. The crucial point now is that the Gauss map lies in a nontrivial homotopy class, described by the Maslov class, and we can therefore pursue the strategy of Sect. 4.4 to get a lower bound for the harmonic energy of the Gauss map (and hence for the Willmore energy) in terms of the conformal class of the torus, and the Maslov class. Incidentally, for surfaces in S 3 , we saw in Sect. 4.2 that the Gauss curvature of the surface is equal to the Jacobian of the components a and b of σ; for Lagrangian tori taking values in S 3 , one of these components maps into a great circle in its target S 2 and therefore the surface must be flat, at which point we may apply Theorem 1.
